Jumpstarting a new existence in an emerging city.
Everyday life in a refugee camp

INTERACTIVE DOCUMENTARY
| REFUGEE REPUBLIC
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REFUGEE REBUBLIC

Refugee Republic is an interactive transmedia documentary about
everyday life in Domiz Camp, a Syrian refugee camp in northern Iraq.
The aim of the makers, artist Jan Rothuizen, multimedia journalist Martijn
van Tol and photographer Dirk Jan Visser, is to enrich the existing image
of refugee camps by building an anatomical sketch of everyday life in
the camp, through a combination of drawings, film, photography, sound
and text to create a sensory experience.
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Links & Downloads
refugeerepublic.nl
Intro

Making of

Stills
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FESTIVALS AND AWARDS
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World premiere at DocLab, the Amsterdam documentary festival IDFA 2014
Forum Blanc, France
Movies that Matter, The Netherlands
SXSW, USA
Zilveren Camera, The Netherlands
DDG Award, The Netherlands
Tempo Documentary Festival, Sweden
Webby Awards, US
Civis Media Prize, Belgium
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REFUGEE CAMPS
We understand the camps to be temporary measures, but worldwide refugees remain in some form of relief care for an average of 17 years.
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A group of women sit on the ground in front of a row of white tents, waiting for help. A child covered in dust stands behind barbed
wire gazing wide-eyed into the lens. These are the images that reach us from refugee camps. And yet a whole world lies behind
these images, one that few people witness with their own eyes.
For the first time since the Second World War there are more than 50
million refugees worldwide. The hundreds of refugee camps across the
world are rapidly growing into mini-societies, with refugees as citizens
and relief organizations as governments. Like any others, the refugeecitizens make home improvements, go to the baker, look for work or
start up a business, seek entertainment, fall in love, argue with the
neighbours, get married and have children, who also go to day care
centres after school.
Just as we do, the refugee-citizens navigate between the opportunities
and risks of the free markets in the camp and the sometimes helpful and
at other times intrusive camp government. Refugee Republic takes you
into the world behind the relief organization posters.
The makers of this interactive documentary went to Camp Domiz in
northern Iraq, where around 64 thousand predominantly Kurdish Syrian
refugees have sought shelter.
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You can explore the camp through the pen drawings of an artist, the
lens of a photographer and the ears of a radio producer. You meet the
residents and get to know them by scrolling through audio-visual narratives, or wandering through drawings enriched with sound.
You get to know a.o. Ahmed (13), who skips school to look after his
bird stall, you follow a day in the life of the busy circumciser Shixmous
(63), you drink a cup of tea between tuk tuk engines with the mechanic
Ahmad (23), and you fall silent with Fatma (16) who hopes to find her big
break as a singer via Youtube.
They each arrive, exhausted, at the camp entrance. They each receive
a basic aid box. And then their lives here begin. Welcome to Refugee
Republic.
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THE WEBSITE

Through an interactive map of Camp Domiz you can select one of the
4 routes; Construction Route, Smart Route, Life Route or Money Route.
When you enter one the routes you can explore the camp through the
pen drawings and parallax technique by scrolling/clicking/swiping.
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You meet the residents and get to know them by scrolling through audiovisual narratives, wandering through drawings enriched with sound and
looking at the photographs and no comment video’s.
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INSTALLATION

During the Movies that Matter festival in the The Hague, Refugee
Republic could be experienced in a special made installation.
Visitors were able to walk on the map of Camp Domiz which was printed
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on the floor ( 13x8 meters) and watch the different elements of the
production on screens and computers. A selection of the photos were
printed as well. The installation is made to travel to other places as well.
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JAN ROTHUIZEN - ARTIST
Jan Rothuizen (1968 Amsterdam) realized at an early age he was a better artist wandering streets of cities instead of working in the confinement of a studio. Since he exhibited and published internationally. He
describes his way of working as a form of echolocation. His presence
has an impact on the environment, but the surroundings change him as
well.
In 1999 he published ‘On A Clear Day You can See Forever’ a book
with drawings photos and texts on New York City. In 2004 and 2006 he
worked in Guangzhou China and Cairo Egypt. In 2008  he exhibited in
the New Museum in New York City.  In 2009 he published The soft Atlas of Amsterdam (15.000 copies sold!) a collection of hand drawn maps
of the city he grew up in. Jan Rothuizen works on drawn reportages for
the national daily newspaper ‘De Volkskrant’.
www.janrothuizen.nl
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DIRK-JAN VISSER - DOCUMENTARY PHOTOGRAPHER

MARTIJN VAN TOL - MULTIMEDIA JOURNALIST

Dirk-Jan Visser (1978) is a documentary photographer based in The
Netherlands, focusing on social, economic and political issues around
the world. In his projects Visser aims to raise awareness for contemporary social issues in which he is particularly sensitive for the consequences of large political decisions on regular individuals. Through his
projects he focuses on small personal stories; giving the individual a
face and voice as a metaphor for larger and complex issues. His latest
publications include OFFSIDE (2012), a book and travelling exhibition
(The Netherlands Canada and China) on the situation in Nagorno
Karabach and Refugee Republic, an interactive multimedia on daily life
in a refugee camp in Northern Iraq which was presented during the
IDFA 2014 (http://refugeerepublic.nl). His work on Zimbabwe won
several photography prices (including ‘Dutch Photojournalist of the
Year 2008’ and ‘Special Recognition in World Understanding Award’
of PoYI). Visser was a participant in the World Press Photo Joop Swart
Masterclass in 2009.

Martijn van Tol likes to play with photo’s, video, audio and drawings and
build stories with them. As a multimedia journalist he produces interactive narratives for newspapers, musea and ngo’s (World Press Photo,
Human Rights Watch, Amnesty International and Oxfam).
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His last production Refugee Republic, with drawing artist Jan Rothuizen
and photographer Dirk Jan Visser, premiered at the Amsterdam documentary festival IDFA in 2014 and was nominated for the IDFA Doclab
award, the Silver Camera award, the Civis Award of the European Parliament, the Dutch Directors Award, the Webby Awards and was selected
for the Sheffield Docfest and the Tel Aviv student film festival.
Together with Dutch daily newspaper de Volkskrant Martijn van Tol
is developing a scrollytelling interface to make immersive online
storytelling more accessible for journalist and photographers.
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ABOUT
SUBMARINE CHANNEL
Submarine Channel is the world’s premiere destination
for original transmedia documentaries, fiction, and
genre-defying entertainment. The future of storytelling
is here. Free Your Screen! From studios in Amsterdam
and Los Angeles, Submarine Channel creates fresh
content that exploits new technologies to tell stories
in visually-exciting, multiple format-friendly ways including motion comics, online games, interactive
documentaries, and video portraits about pioneering
creatives from all over the world.
Submarine Channel is part of the multiple awardwinning production outfit Submarine, founded in
2000 by Bruno Felix and Femke Wolting, both
pioneers in the Dutch media world.

For more information, press images
and interview requests plesae contact:
Yaniv Wolf
Tel: +31 (0)20 820 49 40
Cell: + 31 90)6 4184 9614
E-mail: yaniv@submarine.nl
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For general info:
Submarine / SubmarineChannel
Arie Biemondstraat 111
1054 PD Amsterdam
The Netherlands
Tel: +31 (0)20 820 49 40
E-mail: info@submarinechannel.com
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CREDITS

Concept & Drawings		
Jan Rothuizen
Concept, Text, Audio, Editing
Martijn van Tol
Concept, Video, Photography
Dirk-Jan Visser
Concept, Interactive Developer, Editor Aart Jan van der Linden
Interactive Producer
Yaniv Wolf
Interface Design			
Christiaan de Rooij
Music, compositions and all instruments Bonno Lange
Audio & Colour Correction
Joost Wierenga
Additional Video Editing
Thijs Papôt
Studio Assistants
Mark Lohmann, Soeraya Siemons
Text Layout
Jorgen Koolwijk
Research				Martin Turner
Project Management Iraq
Michelle Hamers, Nienke Nauta
Interpreter Iraq
Bahmand Osei
Translators
Peshmerge Morad, Rosie Heinrich
Text corrections
Wybrand Scheffer & Esther Ottens
PR
Lotte Niks, Yaniv Wolf
Producers
Bruno Felix & Femke Wolting.
A Submarine Channel Production 2014
Co-Production de Volkskrant
Laurens Verhagen, Chef Digital de Volkskrant
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This producation was made possible by The Non-fiction Transmedia Programme
(A collaboration of: Creative Industries Fund,
Dutch Media Fund and the Netherlands Film Fund)
				De Volkskrant
Free Press Unlimited Postcode Loterij Fonds
One World
The Creative Industries Fund NL
The City of Amsterdam
Wedding footage
Private collection of Ahmet Pashew
Many thanks to			
Mirka Duijn
Bram Jansen
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